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701782 Sailor jacket

The iconic Sailor jacket downsized for the 

boys. It's crafted from recycled nylon and 

detailed with ribbed trims for a snug fit.

North Sails' signature silhouette downsized for the boys – 

the Sailor jacket is the perfect choice for his daily 

adventures. Detailed with a protective stand collar, zipped 

pockets and cosy ribbed trims, it's fashioned from recycled 

nylon with a waterproof Teflon coating and lined with soft 

fleece for extra cosiness.

- Regular fit

- Stand collar, zipped front pockets and two-way zip fastening for full 

functionality 

- Inner pocket for storing small essentials

- Made from recycled nylon with waterproof Teflon coating

- Fleece lining for extra cosiness

- Ribbed trims define the silhouette and ensure a snug fit

- Logo patch on the chest

Waterproof nylon

701784
Hooded Sailor 

parka

Hooded Sailor parka in recycled nylon with 

a waterproof coating. It features a 

concealed two-way zip fastening and 

buttoned flap pockets.

This hooded Sailor parka is crafted from recycled nylon 

with a waterproof Teflon coating and lined with breathable 

mesh for comfort. The versatile silhouette features a 

concealed two-way zip fastening and buttoned flap 

pockets, as well as lightweight padding to ensure it's just 

as warm and comfy, as it is stylish.

- Regular fit

- Roomy hood, two-way zip fastening and buttoned flap pockets for full 

functionality 

- Practical sleeve pocket for storing small essentials

- Made from recycled nylon with waterproof Teflon coating

- Cotton-wool padding for extra warmth

- Elasticated trims ensure a snug fit

- Logo patch adoring the sleeve pocket

Waterproof nylon

701785 Skye 2 vest

Skye 2 vest crafted from recycled ripstop 

polyester with a water-repellent coating and 

filled with Repreve padding – made from 

recycled plastic bottles.

The perfect transitional piece and a reliable base layer 

during the colder months – this Skye 2 vest features a 

stand collar and roomy front pockets for hands-free 

practicality. Crafted from recycled ripstop polyester with a 

water-repellent coating, it's also generously filled with 

Repreve padding – made from recycled plastic bottles. 

The logo-detailed elasticated trims and the front zip 

fastening accented with the "North Sails go beyond" 

slogan adds a signature finish.

- Regular fit 

- Stand collar, practical pockets and logo-detailed zip fastening help 

enhance performance and comfort 

- Made from recycled ripstop polyester with water-repellent coating

- Insulated with Repreve padding – performance fibre obtained from 

recycled plastic bottles and produced through sustainable manufacturing 

that reduces water and energy consumption, as well as greenhouse gas 

emissions, compared to virgin fibres 

- So far, more than 20 billion plastic bottles have been recycled by 

producing the Repreve fabric

- Lined with recycled nylon

- Elasticated trims for a snug fit

- Logo patch on the chest

With Repreve 

padding

701786
Skye 2 hooded 

bomber jacket

Skye 2 hooded bomber jacket crafted from 

recycled ripstop polyester with a water-

repellent coating and filled with Repreve 

padding – made from recycled plastic 

bottles.

An ideal transitional piece for your little one's wardrobe, 

perfect for school and playtime fun alike. The Skye 2 

hooded bomber jacket is crafted from recycled ripstop 

polyester with a water-repellent coating and generously 

filled with Repreve padding – made from recycled plastic 

bottles. The logo-detailed elasticated trims keep the shape 

intact, while the front zip fastening, accented with the 

"North Sails go beyond" slogan, adds a signature finish.

- Regular fit 

- Roomy hood, practical pockets and logo-detailed zip fastening 

- Made from recycled ripstop polyester with water-repellent coating

- Made from recycled ripstop polyester with water-repellent coating

- Insulated with Repreve padding – performance fibre obtained from 

recycled plastic bottles and produced through sustainable manufacturing 

that reduces water and energy consumption, as well as greenhouse gas 

emissions, compared to virgin fibres 

- So far, more than 20 billion plastic bottles have been recycled by 

producing the Repreve fabric

- Lined with recycled nylon

- Elasticated trims for a snug fit

- Logo patch on the sleeve

With Repreve 

padding



701788
Norderney 

windcheater

Norderney windcheater in recycled nylon 

with a waterproof and breathable texture. It 

features a hood, lightweight padding and 

Lycra-infused elasticated trims.

The perfect companion for your little one's outdoor 

adventures – the Norderney windcheater is sure to refine 

countless casual looks. The regular-fit silhouette is 

thoughtfully equipped with a hood, zipped pockets and a 

zip fastening with a storm flap. Fashioned from recycled 

nylon with a waterproof and breathable texture, it's also 

lightly padded for warmth and finished with Lycra-infused 

elasticated trims to keep the chill at bay.

- Regular fit 

- Roomy hood, zip fastening and practical pockets 

- Made from recycled nylon with water-repellent coating

- Cotton-wool padding and Lycra-infused elasticated trims for extra warmth 

and weather protection

- Logo patch on the sleeve

In recycled nylon

701789
Hobart bomber 

jacket

Hobart bomber jacket made from 

breathable and water-repellent, recycled 

softshell fabric. Complete with recycled 

nylon lining printed with the brand's 

signature NS - 57 motif.

A fully functional design with contemporary appeal – the 

Hobart bomber jacket is crafted from recycled softshell 

fabric with a breathable, water-repellent texture. The 

streamlined silhouette is filled with generous yet 

lightweight padding and equipped with a two-way zip 

fastening and logo-detailed elasticated trims for added 

warmth and comfort. Notice the recycled nylon lining 

printed with the brand's iconic NS - 57 motif, which 

celebrates the year when the brand was founded.

- Regular fit 

- Roomy hood, hand-warmer pockets, patch pockets and two-way zip 

fastening for full functionality 

- Recycled softshell fabric with breathable and water-repellent coating

- Cotton-wool padding and recycled nylon lining

- Lycra-infused elasticated trims keep the chill out

- Logo patch on the sleeve

In recycled softshell

701790 Varberg parka

Varberg parka made from breathable and 

water-repellent, recycled softshell fabric. 

Complete with recycled nylon lining printed 

with the brand's signature NS - 57 motif.

Fusing heritage inspiration with contemporary appeal, the 

Varberg parka is a North Sails staple and a building block 

of a functional wardrobe. The regular-fit silhouette is 

crafted from recycled softshell fabric with a breathable, 

water-repellent texture and filled with generous yet 

lightweight padding for warmth. A host of practical 

pockets, a concealed two-way zip fastening and adjustable 

cuffs round off this fail-safe winter option. Notice the 

recycled nylon lining printed with the brand's iconic NS - 

57 motif, which celebrates the year when the brand was 

founded.

- Regular fit 

- Roomy hood, flap pockets and two-way zip fastening concealed by a snap-

button placket for comfort and practicality 

- Recycled softshell fabric with breathable and water-repellent coating

- Cotton-wool padding and recycled nylon lining

- Adjustable cuffs keep the chill out

- Additional zipped pocket on the chest

- Logo patch on the sleeve

In recycled softshell

701801
Valparaiso bomber 

jacket

Valparaiso bomber jacket crafted from 

recycled ripstop polyester with a water-

repellent finish and filled with Repreve 

padding – made from recycled plastic 

bottles.

Style and sustainability meet in the Valparaiso bomber 

jacket – the perfect choice for your little one's outdoor 

adventures. It's crafted from recycled ripstop polyester, 

lined with recycled nylon and filled with Repreve padding 

made from recycled plastic bottles. A removable 

drawstring hood, adjustable cuffs and a two-way zip 

fastening round off this reliable wardrobe staple. The inner 

label illustrates the sustainable features of this garment.

- Regular fit 

- Removable hood, practical pockets and concealed two-way zip fastening 

ensure comfort and practicality 

- Made from recycled ripstop polyester with water-repellent coating

- Insulated with Repreve padding – performance fibre obtained from 

recycled plastic bottles and produced through sustainable manufacturing 

that reduces water and energy consumption, as well as greenhouse gas 

emissions, compared to virgin fibres 

- So far, more than 20 billion plastic bottles have been recycled by 

producing the Repreve fabric

- Lined with recycled nylon

- Drawstring hood and adjustable drawstring hem

- Adjustable cuffs keep the chill out

- Logo patch on the sleeve

With Repreve 

padding



701805
Alesund bomber 

jacket

Alesund bomber jacket made from recycled 

nylon with a water-repellent coating and 

filled with Repreve padding – made from 

recycled plastic bottles.

An ideal transitional piece for your little one's wardrobe, 

perfect for school and playtime fun alike. The Alesund 

bomber jacket is crafted from recycled ripstop polyester 

with a water-repellent coating and generously filled with 

Repreve padding – made from recycled plastic bottles. 

Finished with the logo-detailed elasticated trims that keep 

the shape intact and the front zip fastening accented with 

the "North Sails go beyond" slogan.

- Regular fit 

- Roomy hood, practical pockets and logo-detailed zip fastening 

- Made from recycled ripstop polyester with water-repellent coating

- Insulated with Repreve padding – performance fibre obtained from 

recycled plastic bottles and produced through sustainable manufacturing 

that reduces water and energy consumption, as well as greenhouse gas 

emissions, compared to virgin fibres 

- So far, more than 20 billion plastic bottles have been recycled by 

producing the Repreve fabric

- Lined with recycled nylon

- Elasticated trims for a snug fit

- Logo patch on the sleeve

With Repreve 

padding

727052 Wool blend beanie

Wool blend beanie knitted with a ribbed 

texture, featuring a turn-up brim accented 

with the brand’s logo.

Designed to instantly add character and warmth to your 

winter outfits – this beanie is a seasonal North Sails must-

have. It's knitted from a soft wool blend and accented with 

a ribbed texture for extra cosiness. The turn-up brim is 

detailed with the brand's logo – devoted fans will spot it in 

an instant.

- Soft wool blend with a ribbed texture

- Turn-up brim for a snug fit

- The brand's signature logo adds a finishing touch

With a logo patch

727053 Wool blend scarf

Wool blend beanie with a ribbed texture 

and the North Sails logo patch sewn on the 

edge.

Designed to instantly add character and warmth to your 

winter outfits – this scarf is a seasonal North Sails must-

have. It's knitted from a soft wool blend and accented with 

a ribbed texture for extra cosiness. The North Sails logo 

patch sewn on the edge adds the all-important finishing 

touch.

- Soft wool blend with a ribbed texture

- Logo detail at the hem adds a signature finish
With a logo patch

727054 Pure cotton beanie

Pure cotton beanie detailed with a ribbed 

trim and the brand's slogan printed on the 

front. Logo tag on the side.

Equal parts comfy, cosy and cool – this pure cotton beanie 

is detailed with the collection's signature slogan print 

inspired by the sea conservation movement. Complete 

with a ribbed trim for a comfortable, snug fit.

- Warm and naturally breathable, pure cotton

- Ribbed trim for a comfortable, snug fit

- Slogan print inspired by the sea conservation movement

- Logo tag on the side adds a signature finishing touch

With a slogan print

727055 Pure cotton snood

Pure cotton snood detailed with the 

collection's signature slogan print inspired 

by the sea conservation movement.

Equal parts comfy, cosy and cool – this pure cotton snood 

is detailed with the collection's signature slogan print 

inspired by the sea conservation movement.

- Warm and naturally breathable, pure cotton

- Slogan print print inspired by the sea conservation movement

- Logo tag on the side adds a signature finishing touch

With a slogan print

764128 Oxford cotton shirt

Regular-fit shirt in Oxford cotton, featuring a 

button-down collar, long sleeves, a straight 

back yoke and a rounded hem.

A wardrobe staple downsized and upgraded with North 

Sails' signature details – this Oxford cotton shirt features a 

button-down collar, a straight back yoke and a rounded 

hem for easy layering. The brand's logo on the chest adds 

a signature finishing touch.

- Regular fit and button-down collar ensure timeless appeal

- Cotton poplin with a soft, breathable texture

- The brand's logo embroidered on the chest ensures a signature finish

Button-down collar

764130 Chambray shirt

Regular-fit shirt in cotton chambray, 

featuring a spread collar, a straight yoke 

and back pleats for comfort.

Perfect for school and playtime fun alike – this shirt can be 

dressed up or down, depending on the occasion. It's 

fashioned from soft cotton chambray and features a 

spread collar, a straight yoke and the brand's logo 

embroidered on the chest.

- Regular fit and spread collar ensure timeless appeal

- Cotton chambray with a soft, pleasant texture

- The brand's logo embroidered on the chest ensures a signature finish

Spread collar

764131 Checked shirt

Regular-fit shirt in checked cotton twill, 

featuring a spread collar, a straight back 

yoke and a rounded hem.

A wardrobe staple downsized for the boys – this regular-fit 

shirt features a spread collar, a straight back yoke and a 

rounded hem for easy layering. It's fashioned from soft 

cotton twill printed with a micro-check motif and finished 

with the brand's logo embroidered on the chest.

- Regular fit and spread collar ensure timeless appeal

- Soft and lightweight cotton twill with a pleasant texture 

- Classic check pattern ensures versatile styling options

- The brand's logo embroidered on the chest ensures a signature finish

Spread collar



775297
Cotton gabardine 

chino trousers

Regular-fit chino trousers in stretch-infused 

cotton gabardine, featuring a waistband 

with belt loops, a straight leg and practical 

pockets.

Equal parts comfortable and practical, these chino 

trousers are cut to a regular fit from stretch-infused cotton 

gabardine. They feature angled side pockets, rear welt 

pockets and a discreet logo patch on the back.

- Regular fi 

- Waistband with belt loops 

- Angled side pockets, rear welt pockets

- Stretch cotton gabardine with a soft and lightweight texture 

- Concealed zip fly and button fastening

- Discreet logo patch on the back

Regular fit

775298
Cotton gabardine 

chino trousers

Chino trousers in stretch-infused cotton 

gabardine, featuring an elasticated 

drawstring waistband, practical side 

pockets and tonal knee patches.

Equal parts comfortable and practical – these chino 

trousers are sure to slot seamlessly into your little one's 

casual rotation. They're cut from soft cotton gabardine, 

woven with a touch of stretch for comfort, and feature an 

elasticated drawstring waistband, angled side pockets and 

rear welt pockets. The tonal knee patches add a playful 

finishing touch.

- Regular fit with with relaxed appeal 

- Stretch cotton gabardine with a soft and pleasant texture

- Elasticated drawstring waistband

- Angled side pockets and buttoned back welt pockets

- Tonal knee patches

- Logo patch appliquéd on the back adds a signature finishing touch

With a drawstring 

waist

775299
Cotton gabardine 

cargo trousers

Cargo trousers in stretch cotton gabardine, 

featuring an elasticated drawstring 

waistband and an array of practical pockets.

The perfect companion for your little one's everyday 

adventures – these cargo trousers are equal parts comfy 

and contemporary. They're crafted from soft cotton 

gabardine, woven with a touch of stretch for comfort, and 

detailed with an elasticated waistband, side pockets, rear 

flap pockets and the signature utilitarian pockets along the 

legs. The North Sails logo patch adds the signature 

finishing touch.

- Regular fit with with relaxed appeal 

- Stretch cotton gabardine with a soft and pleasant texture

- Elasticated drawstring waistband

- Side pockets, rear flap pockets and signature cargo pockets

- Logo patch appliquéd on the back adds a signature finishing touch

With a drawstring 

waist

775300 Five-pocket jeans

Five-pocket jeans in BCI-accredited cotton 

denim, featuring a regular fit, a mid rise and 

five-pocket detailing.

These jeans are cut to a slim silhouette from BCI-

accredited cotton denim – obtained through 

environmentally and socially responsible, low-impact 

manufacturing. They feature a comfortable mid rise, a 

regular straight-leg fit and classic five-pocket detailing, 

plus a button and a concealed zip fastening and a logo-

detailed patch on the back.

- Regular fi 

- Waistband with belt loops 

- Five-pocket design 

- BCI-accredited cotton denim obtained through sustainable, low-impact 

manufacturing 

- Concealed zip fly and button fastening

In BCI cotton

775302
Organic cotton 

jogging bottoms

Relaxed-fit jogging bottoms in GOTS-

certified organic cotton with a brushed 

texture, detailed with an elasticated 

drawstring waistband for a comfortable fit.

The ultimate mix of style, sustainability and North Sails’ 

signature details – these jogging bottoms are a fail-safe 

choice for just about any casual occasion. They're made 

from GOTS-certified organic cotton – obtained through 

environmentally and socially responsible, low-impact 

manufacturing – and finished with an elasticated 

drawstring waistband, practical side pockets and ribbed 

cuffs for a snug fit.

- Regular fit, elasticated drawstring waistband

- Made from 100% GOTS-certified organic cotton – obtained through 

environmentally and socially responsible, low-impact manufacturing

- Ribbed cuffs for a sporty touch

- Finished with the brand's signature logo patch

GOTS-certified

775303
Brushed cotton 

jogging bottoms

Jogging bottoms in brushed cotton fleece 

printed with the brand’s iconic lettering and 

detailed with an elasticated drawstring 

waistband for a comfortable fit.

Designed to slot seamlessly into your kid's active lifestyle 

– these jogging bottoms are crafted from pure cotton 

fleece with a brushed texture. The clean-lined silhouette 

features an elasticated drawstring waistband, practical 

side pockets and the brand's logo lettering in a statement 

two-tone finish printed on the left leg. Finished with ribbed 

trims for a snug fit.

- Regular fit, elasticated drawstring waistband

- Brushed cotton fleece with a soft and lightweight texture

- Ribbed cuffs for a sporty touch

- North Sails logo lettering printed on the left leg adds a statement, graphic 

touch

With logo lettering



794340
Organic cotton 

sweatshirt

Relaxed-fit sweatshirt in GOTS-certified 

organic cotton, featuring a crew neck, long 

sleeves and a maxi logo printed on the 

chest.

The ultimate mix of style, sustainability and North Sails’ 

signature details. This sweatshirt is made from GOTS-

certified organic cotton – obtained through environmentally 

and socially responsible, low-impact manufacturing. It 

features a crew neck, long sleeves and a maxi logo printed 

on the chest.

- Regular-fit style with a crew neck and long sleeves

- Made from 100% GOTS-certified organic cotton – obtained through 

environmentally and socially responsible, low-impact manufacturing

- Ribbed trims for a sporty touch

- Maxi logo printed on the chest ensures a signature finish

GOTS-certified

794341 Cotton hoodie

Hoodie in GOTS-certified organic cotton 

with a brushed texture, featuring a roomy 

kangaroo pocket and a maxi logo on the 

chest.

An easy-to-wear wardrobe staple updated with North Sails' 

signature details. This hoodie is made from GOTS-

certified organic cotton – obtained through environmentally 

and socially responsible, low-impact manufacturing. It 

features a roomy kangaroo pocket and the brand's maxi 

logo printed on the chest.

- Regular fit, long sleeves, roomy hood

- Made from 100% GOTS-certified organic cotton – obtained through 

environmentally and socially responsible, low-impact manufacturing

- Kangaroo pocket and ribbed trims add a sporty touch

- Maxi logo printed on the chest ensures a signature finish

GOTS-certified

794342 Zip-up hoodie

Zip-up hoodie in GOTS-certified organic 

cotton with a brushed texture, featuring a 

roomy kangaroo pocket and a maxi logo 

printed on the chest.

This hoodie is made from GOTS-certified organic cotton 

obtained through environmentally and socially 

responsible, low-impact manufacturing. Characterised by 

the maxi logo printed on the chest and the supremely soft, 

brushed texture, it features a practical zip fastening, a 

roomy kangaroo pocket and ribbed trims for a snug fit.

- Regular fit with with relaxed appeal 

- Made from 100% GOTS-certified organic cotton – obtained through 

environmentally and socially responsible, low-impact manufacturing

- Roomy hood and ribbed trims

- Zip fastening for easy layering

- Maxi logo on the chest ensures a signature finish

GOTS-certified

794343 Cotton hoodie

Hoodie in brushed cotton fleece, featuring a 

roomy kangaroo pocket, contrast-coloured 

stripes along the sleeves and a graphic 

logo print on the chest.

The classic sportswear silhouette updated with North 

Sails' signature details – this hoodie is fashioned from 

brushed cotton fleece and detailed with contrasting stripes 

along the sleeves for a playful touch. Proudly printed with 

the North Sails lettering for a signature finish.

- Regular fit, long sleeves, roomy hood

- Brushed cotton fleece woven with a soft, pleasant texture 

- Kangaroo pocket and ribbed trims add a sporty touch

- Logo lettering printed on the chest ensures a signature finish

With a maxi logo

794344
Organic cotton 

sweatshirt

Relaxed-fit sweatshirt in GOTS-certified 

organic cotton, featuring a graphic print 

inspired by the sea conservation 

movement.

This sweatshirt demonstrates North Sails' sustainability 

vision and unwavering commitment to our oceans, 

courtesy of the "Save the sea" slogan printed on the chest. 

It’s made from GOTS-certified organic cotton – obtained 

through environmentally and socially responsible, low-

impact manufacturing – and features long sleeves and a 

classic crew neck.

- Regular-fit style with a crew neck and long sleeves

- Made from 100% GOTS-certified organic cotton – obtained through 

environmentally and socially responsible, low-impact manufacturing

- Ribbed trims for a sporty touch

- The collection's signature print inspired by the sea conservation 

movement

GOTS-certified

794346 Cotton hoodie

Hoodie in organic cotton fleece, featuring a 

zip fastening, practical pockets and the 

iconic 1957 print that celebrates the year 

when the brand was founded.

North Sails' signature staple downsized for the little ones. 

This hoodie is fashioned from organic cotton fleece and 

detailed with a practical zip fastening, roomy pockets and 

the iconic 1957 print that celebrates the year when the 

brand was founded.

- Regular-fit style with a roomy hood and practical zip fastening

- Organic cotton fleece with a warm and cosy texture 

- Ribbed trims for a sporty touch

- The iconic 1957 print celebrates the year when the brand was founded

With a zip fastening

794560
Cotton piqué polo 

shirt

Regular-fit polo shirt in pure cotton piqué, 

featuring long sleeves and a tonal logo 

printed on the undercollar.

This polo shirt is cut to a regular fit from soft and 

lightweight cotton piqué. It features a classic ribbed collar, 

a front button placket and subtle side slits at the hem. The 

tonal logo print adorning the undercollar adds a refined, 

understated finishing touch.

- Regular-fit style with long sleeves and a ribbed polo collar

- Soft and lightweight cotton piqué 

- Logo patch on the chest and the North Sails lettering printed on the 

undercollar add a statement, graphic touch

With logo lettering



794561
Cotton piqué polo 

shirt

Regular-fit polo shirt in pure cotton piqué, 

featuring contrast-coloured trims and the 

brand's lettering printed on the undercollar.

A preppy staple with a playful twist – this polo shirt is a fail-

safe addition to your little one's collection. It's cut to a 

regular fit from soft and lightweight pure cotton piqué and 

detailed with a classic ribbed collar, a front button placket 

and subtle side slits at the hem. Notice the striped trims, 

contrast-coloured stitching and the brand's signature logo 

printed on the undercollar for an iconic finish.

- Regular-fit style with long sleeves and a ribbed polo collar

- Soft and lightweight cotton piqué 

- Nautical-inspired striped trims and contrast stitching add definition to the 

streamlined shape 

- Logo patch on the chest and the North Sails lettering printed on the 

undercollar add a statement, graphic touch

Contrast-coloured 

details

794562
Cotton piqué polo 

shirt

Regular-fit polo shirt in GOTS-certified 

organic cotton, featuring a graphic print 

inspired by the sea conservation 

movement.

This polo shirt demonstrates North Sails' sustainability 

vision and unwavering commitment to our oceans – 

courtesy of the "Explore more, use less" slogan printed on 

the chest. Made from GOTS-certified organic cotton, 

obtained through environmentally and socially 

responsible, low-impact manufacturing, it features long 

sleeves and a classic ribbed collar.

- Regular-fit style with long sleeves and a ribbed polo collar

- Made from 100% GOTS-certified organic cotton – obtained through 

environmentally and socially responsible, low-impact manufacturing

- The collection's signature print inspired by the sea conservation 

movement

GOTS-certified

794563
Cotton piqué polo 

shirt

Regular-fit polo shirt in pure cotton piqué, 

featuring the iconic 1957 print that 

celebrates the year when the brand was 

founded.

This polo shirt is cut to a regular fit from soft and 

lightweight cotton piqué. It features a classic ribbed collar, 

long sleeves and subtle side slits at the hem. The iconic 

1957 print celebrates the year when the brand was 

founded.

- Regular-fit style with long sleeves and a ribbed polo collar

- Soft and lightweight cotton piqué 

- The iconic 1957 print celebrates the year when the brand was founded

Regular fit

794565

Polo shirt in 

heavyweight cotton 

jersey

Polo shirt cut from heavyweight cotton 

jersey with a warm and cosy texture. It 

features long sleeves, a front button placket 

and the brand's signature print on the 

chest.

Cut to a regular fit from heavyweight cotton jersey with a 

warm and cosy texture, this polo shirt features contrast-

coloured trims for a pop of playfulness and subtle side slits 

at the hem that ensure easy movement. The brand's 

signature graphic print on the chest cements its style 

credentials.

- Regular-fit style with long sleeves and a ribbed polo collar

- Heavyweight cotton jersey with a warm and cosy texture

- Contrast-coloured details add definition to the streamlined shape

- Finished with the brand's signature graphic print on the chest

Contrast-coloured 

details

794836
Cotton jersey t-

shirt

T-shirt in pure cotton jersey, featuring a 

crew neck, long sleeves and a maxi logo 

printed on the chest.

A standout addition to your little one's collection – this t-

shirt is cut to a regular fit from pure cotton jersey. It 

features a classic crew neck, long sleeves and the brand's 

logo printed on the chest.

- Regular-fit style with a crew neck and long sleeves

- Soft and lightweight cotton jersey with a rich texture 

- Maxi logo on the chest ensures a signature finish

With a maxi logo

794837
Cotton jersey t-

shirt

Regular-fit t-shirt in pure cotton jersey, 

featuring a contrast-coloured crew neck, 

long sleeves and maxi logo lettering on the 

chest.

A standout addition to your little one's collection – this t-

shirt is cut to a regular fit from pure cotton jersey. It 

features a classic crew neck, long sleeves and the brand’s 

logo lettering proudly printed on the chest.

- Regular-fit style with a crew neck and long sleeves

- Soft and lightweight cotton jersey with a rich texture 

- Maxi logo lettering ensures a signature finish

With logo lettering

794839
Organic cotton t-

shirt

Relaxed-fit t-shirt in GOTS-certified organic 

cotton jersey, featuring a graphic print 

inspired by the sea conservation 

movement.

This jumper demonstrates North Sails' sustainability vision 

and unwavering commitment to our oceans, courtesy of its 

statement graphic motif and the "Save the sea" slogan. It’s 

made from GOTS-certified organic cotton – obtained 

through environmentally and socially responsible, low-

impact manufacturing – and features long sleeves and a 

classic crew neck.

- Regular-fit style with a crew neck and long sleeves

- Made from 100% GOTS-certified organic cotton – obtained through 

environmentally and socially responsible, low-impact manufacturing

- The collection's signature print inspired by the sea conservation 

movement

GOTS-certified

794840
Cotton jersey t-

shirt

T-shirt in garment-dyed cotton jersey, 

detailed with the iconic 1957 print that 

celebrates the year when the brand was 

founded.

North Sails' signature staple downsized for the little ones. 

This t-shirt is fashioned from pure cotton jersey and 

garment-dyed for softness. It features a crew neck, long 

sleeves and the iconic 1957 print that celebrates the year 

when the brand was founded.

- Regular-fit style with a crew neck and long sleeves

- Soft and lightweight cotton jersey with a rich texture

- The iconic 1957 print celebrates the year when the brand was founded

1957 print



794842
Cotton jersey t-

shirt

Regular-fit t-shirt in pure cotton jersey, 

featuring a crew neck, short sleeves and a 

maxi logo printed on the chest.

A standout addition to your little one's everyday rotation – 

this t-shirt is cut to a regular fit from pure cotton jersey. It 

features a crew neck, short sleeves and the brand's maxi 

logo printed on the chest.

- Regular-fit style with a crew neck and short sleeves

- Soft and lightweight cotton jersey with a rich texture 

- Maxi logo on the chest ensures a signature finish

With a maxi logo

794843
Cotton jersey t-

shirt

Regular-fit t-shirt in GOTS-certified organic 

cotton jersey, featuring a crew neck, long 

sleeves and the collection's signature print 

on the chest.

This jumper demonstrates North Sails' sustainability vision 

and unwavering commitment to our oceans, courtesy of its 

statement graphic motif and the "Explore more, use less" 

slogan. Made from GOTS-certified organic cotton – 

obtained through environmentally and socially 

responsible, low-impact manufacturing – it features a 

classic crew neck and short sleeves.

- Regular-fit style with a crew neck and short sleeves

- Made from 100% GOTS-certified organic cotton – obtained through 

environmentally and socially responsible, low-impact manufacturing

- The collection's signature print inspired by the sea conservation 

movement

GOTS-certified

794844
Cotton jersey t-

shirt

Regular-fit t-shirt in cotton jersey, featuring 

a crew neck, long sleeves and a contrast-

coloured stripe on the chest, accented with 

the brand's logo lettering.

An everyday wardrobe staple modernised with a host of 

graphic and nautical-inspired details – this t-shirt is cut to 

a regular fit from soft cotton jersey. Detailed with a crew 

neck and long sleeves, the streamlined silhouette is set 

apart by the contrast-coloured stripe on the chest, 

accented with the brand's logo.

- Regular-fit style with a crew neck and long sleeves

- Heavyweight cotton jersey with a warm and cosy texture

- Contrast-coloured stripe on the chest accented with the brand's maxi logo 

lettering

Maxi logo lettering

796044
Cotton-wool blend 

jumper

Regular-fit jumper with a crew neck and 

long sleeves. It’s knitted from a soft cotton-

wool blend and detailed with elbow patches 

and cosy ribbed trims.

Perfect for school or playtime fun alike – this cardigan is 

knitted from a soft cotton-wool blend with a fine-gauge 

texture. It features a classic crew neck, a practical zip 

fastening, ribbed trims and striped elbow patches for a 

nautical-inspired touch.

- Cotton-wool blend with a warm and cosy texture

- Regular-fit style with long sleeves and a classic crew neck

- Ribbed trims and striped elbow patches add a pop of playfulness

- Logo patch on the sleeve adds a signature finishing touch

With elbow patches

796045
Cotton-wool blend 

cardigan

Regular-fit cardigan with a sporty high neck 

and a zip fastening. It’s made from a soft 

cotton-wool blend and detailed with elbow 

patches and ribbed trims.

Perfect for school or playtime fun alike – this cardigan is 

knitted from a soft cotton-wool blend with a fine-gauge 

texture. It features a sporty high neck, a practical zip 

fastening, ribbed trims and striped elbow patches for a 

nautical-inspired touch.

- Cotton-wool blend with a warm and cosy texture

- Regular-fit style with a sporty high neck and practical zip fastening

- Ribbed trims and striped elbow patches add a pop of playfulness

- Logo patch on the sleeve adds a signature finishing touch

With elbow patches

796046
Cotton-wool blend 

jumper

Crew neck jumper with long sleeves, 

knitted from a soft cotton-wool blend and 

detailed with a colour-block design and 

textured logo lettering on the chest.

At once comfortable, contemporary and truly statement-

making – this jumper stands out with its colour-block 

design and the brand's logo lettering the chest, accented 

with a modern, textured finish. It's knitted from a soft cotton-

wool blend and features long sleeves, a crew neck and 

ribbed trims for a snug fit.

- Cotton-wool blend with a warm and cosy texture

- Regular-fit style with long sleeves and a classic crew neck

- Maxi logo lettering with a textured finish adds a statement, graphic touch

- Logo patch on the sleeve

Colour-block 

design

796047
Cotton-wool blend 

jumper

Crew neck jumper with long sleeves, 

knitted from a cotton-wool blend and 

detailed with graphic stripes in North Sails' 

signature colourways.

North Sails' seasonal take on nautical stripes – this jumper 

is crafted from a soft cotton-wool blend and intarsia-knitted 

with a graphic pattern in North Sails' signature hues. It 

features a classic crew neck and long sleeves.

- Cotton-wool blend with a warm and cosy texture

- Regular-fit style with long sleeves and a classic crew neck

- Nautical-inspired striped pattern

- Logo patch on the sleeve adds a signature finishing touch

Intarsia-knitted 

stripes

796050
Heavyweight 

cotton jumper

Crew neck jumper with long sleeves, 

knitted from heavyweight cotton and 

detailed with a graphic motif inspired by the 

sea conservation movement.

This jumper demonstrates North Sails' sustainability vision 

and unwavering commitment to our oceans – courtesy of 

its statement graphic motif and the "Save the sea" slogan. 

Knitted from heavyweight cotton with a warm and cosy 

texture, it features long sleeves and a classic crew neck.

- Knitted from pure cotton with a naturally warm texture

- Regular-fit style with long sleeves and a classic crew neck

- The collection's signature print inspired by the sea conservation 

movement

- Logo patch on the sleeve adds a signature finishing touch

With a slogan print



796051
Cotton-wool blend 

jumper

Crew neck jumper with long sleeves, 

knitted from a soft cotton-wool blend and 

detailed with a modern mix of textures.

Equal parts cosy and stylish – this jumper is knitted from a 

warm cotton-wool blend and detailed with a modern mix of 

textures for a playful finish. It features a crew neck, long 

sleeves and contrast-coloured ribbed trims.

- Cotton-wool blend with a warm and cosy texture

- Regular-fit style with long sleeves and a classic crew neck

- Modern mix of graphic knit patterns

- Logo patch on the sleeve adds a signature finishing touch

Mix of textures

796052
Cotton-wool blend 

hooded cardigan

Hooded cardigan with a zip fastening and a 

kangaroo pocket, made from a soft cotton-

wool blend with a 3D-effect texture. 

Finished with ribbed trims for a snug fit.

Perfect for school or playtime fun alike – this cardigan is 

knitted from a soft cotton-wool blend with an innovative 3D-

effect texture. It features a roomy hood, a kangaroo pocket 

and a practical zip fastening, as well as finely ribbed trims 

for a snug fit.

- Cotton-wool blend with a warm and cosy texture

- Regular-fit style with roomy hood, a kangaroo pocket and zip fastening

- 3D-effect knit pattern adds a modern, graphic touch

- Logo patch on the sleeve ensures a signature finish

With a zip fastening

796054
Cotton-wool blend 

hooded jumper

Cotton-wool blend hooded jumper with a 

kangaroo pocket, a fleece yoke and a logo 

patch on the sleeve.

Defined by its diverse mix of textures and inspirations – 

this hooded jumper is a modern must-have. It's knitted 

from a soft wool-cotton blend and detailed with a contrast-

coloured fleece yoke for an unexpected, modern touch. 

Intended for a regular fit, it features a roomy kangaroo 

pocket, ribbed trims and the brand's logo on the chest.

- Cotton-wool blend with a warm and cosy texture 

- Contrast-coloured fleece yoke

- Regular-fit style with roomy hood and a kangaroo pocket

- Ribbed trims for a snug fit

- Logo lettering on the chest ensures a signature finish

With a fleece yoke

796055 Cotton jumper

Regular-fit jumper in pure cotton, featuring 

a crew neck, long sleeves and jacquard-

woven logo lettering on the chest.

Perfect for school and playtime fun alike – this jumper is 

set apart by the jacquard-woven logo lettering on the 

chest. Knitted from pure cotton with a naturally warm and 

soft texture, it features a regular fit, a crew neck, long 

sleeves and ribbed trims for a cosy finish.

- Knitted from pure cotton with a naturally warm and soft texture 

- Regular fit and a classic crew neck make it an effortless and versatile 

staple

- Ribbed trims for a snug fit

- Jacquard-woven logo lettering on the chest adds a statement, graphic 

touch

Jacquard-woven 

logo


